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Chapter  4.1

INTRODUCTION

AMGA service is the implementation of the 
metadata interface designed by the ARDA team 
for the official metadata service of the EGEE 
Grid middleware. It is a complete but simple 
interface to use. The service is flexible enough 
to support dynamic schemas in many application 
domains as well as hierarchical metadata structure 
definitions. The service presents a high degree of 
scalability to deal with large number of entries 

(several millions) and the security aspect is fully 
compliant with the Grid Security. AMGA has been 
designed to hide network latency (based on TPC/
IP communication protocol) as well as provide 
local replicas for off-line access. Its database in-
dependent replication supports grid environment 
heterogeneity and avoids the presence of single 
point of failure. As a grid service, developers pro-
vide only command line client and APIs (PHP, C/
C++, Python and Java). In this paper, we describe 
both the basic API and a web interface to achieve 
access to the AMGA metadata sever from any 
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ABSTRACT

This chapter focuses on the efforts to design and develop a standard pure Java API to access the meta-
data service of the EGEE Grid middleware, and provide at the same time a powerful object oriented 
framework to allow engineers and programmers to embed metadata features inside their own applica-
tion, using a standard approach based on design patterns. A specific Web interface is built on top of this 
framework that permits users and administrators to manage the metadata catalog, from any platform 
and everywhere, according to their own X.509-based credentials.
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platform. The AMGA Web Interface provides a 
powerful interface to access and manage GRID 
metadata according to X.509-based credentials. 
To be authenticated to the AMGA server, the 
user needs just a web browser and a valid X509 
digital certificate released by one’s Grid Virtual 
Organization Certification Authority. After a suc-
cessful login, one can browse the hierarchy of 
collections and inspect schema/ permissions as 
well as the list of entries. One can create a new 
collection, define a metadata schema for it, edit 
entries, and finally perform queries against its 
attribute. The AMGA web interface follows the 
three-layer architecture of J2EE and adopts the 
framework as a data access layer.

BACKGROUND

This work is closely linked to the metadata service 
of the gLite, the middleware of the EGEE Grid 
European project. Within the gLite architecture, 
the data management system (DMS) is an es-
sential part that enables users and applications to 
handle data and metadata without referring to the 
complex details of the computing environment. 

DMS provides APIs and Client tools to store, 
locate, access, retrieve and move files dispersed 
on the distributed virtual File System. From the 
functional point of view, gLite DMS offers two 
fundamental macro features: file management and 
metadata management. The first one (performed 
by the file catalogue service and the storage 
resource manager), involves the storing abilities 
(save file, copy file, read file, list file), placing 
abilities (replica file, transfer file) and security 
stuff (ACL for files, users roles). The second 
one (implemented by the metadata catalogue), 
offers database schema virtualization (metadata 
handling, intelligent search), file cataloguing and 
file searching. Figure 1 shows data management 
system modules and their interrelations.

The data storage is the subsystem that man-
ages data manipulation so that users and/or ap-
plications can access and manage their own files. 
The data movement subsystem enables any other 
Grid services or any clients (users and/or applica-
tions) to move file from/to a site, (a site is the 
smallest, complete and auto consistent hardware/
software resource organization within a Grid 
infrastructure). The data catalogue subsystem 
keeps track of file location in the distributed file 

Figure 1. DMS architecture view
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